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Abstract
We describe a novel approach for generating mu-
sic using a self-correcting, non-chronological, au-
toregressive model. We represent music as a se-
quence of edit events, each of which denotes ei-
ther the addition or removal of a note—even a
note previously generated by the model. During
inference, we generate one edit event at a time
using direct ancestral sampling. Our method al-
lows the model to fix previous mistakes such as
incorrectly sampled notes and prevent the accumu-
lation of errors which autoregressive models are
prone to have. Another benefit is a finer, note-by-
note control during human and AI collaborative
composition. We show through human survey
evaluation that our approach generates better re-
sults than orderless NADE and Gibbs sampling.

1. Introduction
There have been two primary approaches to generating mu-
sic with deep neural network-based generative models. One
treats music generation as an image generation problem
(Dong et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2017), while the other treats
music as a time series generation problem analogous to au-
toregressive language modeling (Huang et al., 2018; Child
et al., 2019; Dai et al., 2019; Payne, 2019; Wu et al., 2019).
We propose a method that uses elements from both the
image-based and time series generation techniques. Our
method operates on piano roll images with a 2D convolu-
tional neural network, but autoregressively adds or removes
notes one at a time in an arbitrary, non-chronological order.
We model the conditional distribution of note add or remove
events given pre-existing notes. After each sampling itera-
tion, we re-input the resulting piano roll into the model to
get the distribution of the next add and remove event.

A benefit of our approach is the model’s ability to fix past
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mistakes. Poor samples due to accumulation of errors is a
well-documented problem with autoregressive models (Ben-
gio et al., 2015; Huszár, 2015; Lamb et al., 2016; Venkatra-
man et al., 2015), especially when directly sampling from
the conditional distribution (i.e. direct ancestral sampling).
While Gibbs Sampling (Huang et al., 2019a) can help this,
we show that direct ancestral sampling is sufficient if the
data representation includes removal of past samples. In
our use case, users use the model to enhance a musical
melody. Since our method generates notes one-by-one and
non-chronologically, another benefit is a finer degree of
human control which allows closer human-AI collaboration.

Following the introduction of NADE (Larochelle & Murray,
2011; Uria et al., 2016) and orderless NADE (Uria et al.,
2014) there have been several works built upon the concept
of ordered and unordered autoregressive models. Coconet
(Huang et al., 2019a)—the algorithm behind Google’s Bach
Doodle1—uses a convolutional model to generate music
by adding counterpoints to existing user input using Gibbs
sampling, whereas we use direct ancestral sampling and ex-
plicitly model the removal of notes. In a NLP setting, recent
works also explore non left-to-right ordering (Stern et al.,
2019; Chan et al., 2019) and deletion (Gu et al., 2019). Pix-
elCNN (Oord et al., 2016) models pixels in an image autore-
gressively in a pre-specified order while our generation is
unordered. Many different RNN (Boulanger-Lewandowski
et al., 2013; Chu et al., 2016), LSTM (Sturm et al., 2016),
Transformer (Huang et al., 2018), and GAN based methods
(Dong et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2017; Mogren, 2016) have
also shown the ability to generate high quality music.

2. Problem Definition
We consider a musical piece x ∈ X as a point in {0, 1}T×P

where T is the number of time steps and P is the num-
ber of note pitches. This represents a simplified piano roll
(PR)—a discrete representation of music as an image matrix
across pitch and time. There exists a probability density
function pPR(x) on {0, 1}T×P of musical pieces. Instead
of modeling pPR(x) on {0, 1}T×P directly, we model the
distributions as pES(x) on the set of edit sequences (ES).
An edit sequence of length M is a tuple of M -many edit
events where an edit event is a matrix e(t,p) ∈ {0, 1}T×P

that has one entry equal to one, and all other entries equal
to zero (i.e. a one-hot matrix). We denote the set of all edit

1https://magenta.tensorflow.org/coconet
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Figure 1. Human Survey Evaluation Ratings: (a) describes whether users thought a sample improved on the input. (b) describes user
rankings for music quality. (c) describes user rankings for how similar a sample is to real Bach data.

events by E and of edit sequences of length M by EM . The
following maps edit sequences to piano rolls:

π :

∞⋃
M=1

EM → {0, 1}T×P (1)

π(e1, . . . , eM ) =

M∑
i=1

ei (mod 2). (2)

where (2) allows edit events to handle either note addition or
removal depending on if a previous edit event exists at the
same time and pitch. The mapping between the two joint
probability distributions is as follows:

pPR(x) = pPR({(t1, p1), . . . , (tN , pN )})

= pES(x) =

∞∑
s∈π−1(x)

pES(s)
(3)

where N is the number of notes in the piano roll, (ti, pi)
is the time and pitch of a note or edit event, π−1(x) is the
inverse image of π(x), and s is a sequence of edit events
(t1, p1) . . . (tM , pM ) where M ≥ N . We can further factor-
ize pES(s) as:

pES(s) = pES((t1, p1), . . . , (tM , pM )
)

=

M∏
i=1

pES((ti, pi)|(t1, p1), . . . , (ti−1, pi−1)
) (4)

We assume that pES((ti, pi)|(t1, p1), . . . , (ti−1, pi−1)) is
ordering invariant. Our goal is to train a model that maps the
distribution of edit sequences pES(x) by training on X . By
sampling autoregressively from pES(x), we will generate
a sequence of edit events that can be mapped back into a
piano roll representation and then converted to MIDI.

3. Training and Inference
Given an input piano roll, I, and target piano roll, T ,
we train our model to output the conditional probabili-
ties pES((ti, pi)|(t1, p1), . . . , (ti−1, pi−1)) of the next edit
event in edit sequences that can recreate T from I . For each
piano roll in the training set, we mask random existing notes
and add random extraneous notes to it to generate I. Since
we assume ordering invariance in (4), we can also assume
that every note difference between I and T is equally likely

to be the next edit event. Thus, we model the distribution
of edit events for the next step as the uniform distribution
U supported on the symmetric difference I∆T between I
and T . We use the Kullback-Liebler divergence between U
and the model’s output distribution as the loss function:

L(I, T , P ) = DKL(P ‖ U), (5)

where P is the softmax over the model’s output for all times
and pitches.

During inference, we sample from the model’s output proba-
bilities through direct ancestral sampling. We feed the input
melody to the model, sample the next edit event from the P ,
modify the input based on that edit event, and then feed that
melody back into the model. We repeat this for each iter-
ation, each time conditioning on our previous predictions.
Since we do not differentiate between adding and removing
notes during training, the sampling process is the same for
any type of edit event.

4. Empirical Evaluation
We conduct a human opinion survey to compare our ap-
proach2 against orderless NADE and Gibbs sampling using
a human survey evaluation. For our comparisons, we build
an orderless NADE (Uria et al., 2014) model and use Co-
conet (Huang et al., 2019a) to represent a Gibbs sampling
approach. We use the JSB Chorales dataset3 which contains
382 midi files of chorales harmonized by J.S. Bach. We
generated 8 bar samples conditioned on 15 monophonic
input tracks, assuming 4 beats per bar and 16 time steps per
bar (i.e. sixteenth-note quantization). For the input tracks,
we randomly chose from a dataset of real user inputs from
the Bach Doodle Dataset (Huang et al., 2019b). For each
set of comparisons, users were asked if each sample im-
proved on the input and to rank the samples based on music
quality and based on their similarity to music composed by
Bach. In Figure 1 we see that our approach outperforms
both orderless NADE and Gibbs Sampling overall.

2We trained a U-Net (Ronneberger et al., 2015), but the choice
of architecture is not critical to our approach.

3https://github.com/czhuang/JSB-Chorales-dataset
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